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Convert PDF to HTML with Visual Studio easy

BCL easyConverter SDK is now available on NuGet and .NET developers can use and enjoy powerful PDF to HTML converter functionality for free. This Software Programming Toolkit allows programmers to build PDF to HTML Conversion Server and Desktop applications in matter of minutes with a few lines of code. BCL easyConverter SDK maintains the integrity of the PDF files when converted into HTML.


Package main capabilities:

	Font Mapping. PDF fonts are mapped to the appropriate system fonts with style, size and kerning to make accurate fit.
	Multi-Column page Processing. Single and multi-column pages are converted to equivalent format with text flow preserved to facilitate editing.
	Tables Saving. PDF table structures are detected and converted to HTML tables automatically.
	Graphics Preservation. Graphics are converted authentically and placed accurately on the page.
	Page Fitting. Fonts and formatting are adjusted to make PDF page content fit on HTML page.




Use your chance to try out powerful PDF Converter functionality for free. The package will allow you to convert an unlimited number of PDF files. Time and size restrictions apply.
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NuGet is a Microsoft platform which allows .NET developers to share useful software packages. Those packages contain reusable code that could be used by programmers in their projects. Instead of writing an application from scratch, software developers can leverage the code from more than 100,000 packages available on NuGet. Its ecosystem has a lot of support from other developers, with community forums on all possible topics. You are never left alone.



To start converting PDF to HTML, open your Visual Studio and install BCL easyConverter SDK Package with the following commands:



Package Manager: PM> Install-Package BCL.EasyConverterHTML -Version 5.0.100 



.NET CLI: > dotnet add package BCL.EasyConverterHTML --version 5.0.100 



Paket CLI: > paket add BCL.EasyConverterHTML --version 5.0.100
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BCL Technologies develops document creation, conversion, and extraction solutions that are used to automate a wide variety of manual processes, saving time, increasing productivity and profitability.
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JohnAugust 14, 2020 at 4:45 AM
دانلود آهنگ جدید
دانلود آهنگ جدید دانلود موزیک
دانلود آهنگ جدید
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AnonymousDecember 3, 2020 at 5:47 AM
Thanks for providing the best post with us, i loved it.  Typhoon TV Apk 
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Wasael GroupFebruary 23, 2022 at 2:50 AM
This is an amazing article! Thank you for sharing so many wonderful ideas. best builders in bahria town karachi I know you put a lot of effort into collecting these ideas and sharing them!
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Great information! Make the funny time with tunnel rush to relax.
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medicinenews12January 31, 2021 at 12:31 AM
Thank you very much for your information.
I really like the article 
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UnknownMarch 24, 2021 at 1:30 PM
شاید هنوز خیلی ها باشن که تو دانلود کردن از سایت یوتیوب مشکل داشته باشن ولی نگران نباشن چون قراره تو اینجا بهتون ساده ترین راه برای دانلود سریع از یوتیوب رو آموزش بدم که خیلی زود بتونیم و بدون دغدغه ازش دانلود کنیم .
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دانش آموزان که برای تحصیل از برنامه رسمی آموزش و پرورش استفاده میکنند اگر به دنبال تسریع در تحصیل هستند میتوانند با  دانلود شاد کامپیوتر از ایران دانلود  این کار رو به راحتی انجام بدهند .
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Those bundles contain reusable code. Homework Help Service that could be utilized by developers in their ventures. Rather than composing an application without any preparation, programming engineers can use the code from more than.
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Summer SmithSeptember 10, 2021 at 7:14 AM
Use
If you’ve known about ketamine, it’s most likely for its set of experiences of maltreatment as a club drug. Yet, it could likewise be probably the most significant forward leap in treating severe depression in years. Buy Ketamine Online.

How might one hold such guarantee and hazard? The response lies in the way it influences your brain.

Ketamine works like a glimmer crowd, briefly assuming control over a specific compound “receptor.” at times, and with master clinical, that can be something to be thankful for. Yet, go too far, and it’s a vast difficulty. Buy Ketamine Online.
Buy Ketamine
Buy Ketamine Online
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Summer SmithSeptember 10, 2021 at 1:16 PM
How to take Viagra
Viagra Online works to treat ED pills Online by helping you have and maintain an erection. Buy Viagra Online is a type of drug called type 5 (PDE5). It works by the action of an enzyme called PDE5. After taking Buy generic 100mg Viagra Online, it quickly enters your system. It starts working after about an hour, but you can take it anywhere from 30 minutes to 4 hours before sexual activity.

Viagra Online

Buy Viagra Online
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AaasdsdJanuary 1, 2022 at 5:58 AM
This comment has been removed by the author.
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AaasdsdJanuary 1, 2022 at 6:01 AM
We are provide the latest updates of seriael turcesti subtitrat in romana ou our website clicksud daily.
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MadsMarch 17, 2022 at 11:12 PM
I appreciate your quality stuff, that was really so useful and informative. jili slot
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runApril 5, 2022 at 2:47 AM
Thank you very much for sharing such a useful information. I will definitely share this with others.
among us 2
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techmaniaApril 15, 2022 at 11:23 AM
A very awesome blog post. We are really grateful for your blog post. You will find a lot of approaches after visiting your post.
קבוצת גבאי
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kokoMay 3, 2022 at 6:01 PM
เว็บหลักผู้ให้บริการเกมสล็อตออนไลน์ เว็บตรงไม่ผ่านเอเย่นต์ มีแพลตฟอร์มให้เลือกเล่นครบทุกเกม เข้ามาสมัครสมาชิกกับเราได้ทันทีที่ MEGAGAME เว็บเกมสล็อตชั้นนำของเราครอบคลุมทุกรูปแบบการเดิมพัน  และมีความโดดเด่นที่สุดในปัจจุบัน โบนัสในเกมแตกไว พร้อมมอบให้ผู้เล่นเยอะแยะมากมายไม่มีอั้น คุณสามารถเลือกรับโบนัสตามใจชอบได้ทันที รองรับการเล่นทุกแพลตฟอร์ม ทั้งการเล่นผ่านคอมพิวเตอร์ โทรศัพท์มือถือหรือแท็บเล็ต ทั้งระบบ iOS, Android, Windows และ Mac OS เราพร้อมมอบความสะดวกสบายและรูปแบบการเดิมพันที่ดีที่สุดให้กับผู้เล่นฟรีตลอด 24 ชั่วโมง !   
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AnonymousMay 8, 2022 at 12:15 AM
Hi there, just wanted to say, I enjoyed this blog post.
It was practical. Keep on posting! 바카라사이트
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AnonymousMay 8, 2022 at 12:16 AM
 스포츠토토 Pretty! This was an extremely wonderful article. Thanks for
supplying this info.
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 스포츠토토티비 Hi everyone, it’s my first pay a visit at this site, and piece of writing iis really fruitful iin suppoirt of me, keep upp postingg these types of articles.
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Paul CoronadoMay 20, 2022 at 12:23 AM
Dot Snel is a general site. On this site you'll find News, Fashion Tips, Technology, Education and much more...https://dotsnel.com/
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Linda GometJune 21, 2022 at 9:01 PM
I am quite impressed with your article. It is quite beneficial for my work and study. If you continue to publish informative subway surfers articles like this, I will be extremely grateful. 
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Bus Simulator UltimateJuly 3, 2022 at 9:12 PM
You can access all apps at Lucky Patcher
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James WilliamJuly 18, 2022 at 7:58 AM
This comment has been removed by the author.
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James WilliamJuly 18, 2022 at 7:59 AM
It's a really good format and tool to convert PDF files to HTML and at a very affordable price. Take my online class.
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Daphne JamesJuly 20, 2022 at 10:50 AM
Amazing post best online class help
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Daphne JamesJuly 20, 2022 at 10:51 AM
Virginia Online Classes
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farwaJuly 26, 2022 at 7:25 PM
newsdustbin is a blog site where you can find all type of informative news around the world and as well product or website reviews.
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Bhanu PrakashAugust 7, 2022 at 1:22 AM
This comment has been removed by the author.
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thomasfrankAugust 31, 2022 at 1:44 AM
quordle is so much more than a word game. It’s a way to connect with new people, and it offers new opportunities to practice your social skills. This game is also a great way to de-stress and forget about the day’s stresses. weaver game
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Jessica MathewSeptember 22, 2022 at 3:08 AM
its way much more helpful then you are allowing and suggesting to put a converter of file on every .NET site because of this half of the problems resolved a site where we need to have a file in our desired format isn't easy after downloading that file we have to use a converter to change its format of file like last time i take help of Best Assignment Help service in my assignment and the submitting format is different and for that i found for hours the better converter to convert my project file.
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Carla KyoyaOctober 4, 2022 at 6:48 AM
Acrobat is a software application developed by Adobe Systems that allows users to create, edit, and manage PDF documents. The software can also convert PDF documents to HTML, which can be saved to a web server. Converting the files is the process of future before that you have to focus on your assignments or your classes and  you can also get take my class for me services by searching on the web.
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UnknownOctober 6, 2022 at 1:31 AM
Acrobat is a software application developed by Adobe Systems that allows users to create, edit, and easy to download throughout google.
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johnmartinOctober 21, 2022 at 10:20 PM
Normally, I don't commit to any posts, but your blog post is compelling me to do so because your knowledge is excellent. Thank you for sharing your expertise.towingbee company
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UnknownDecember 27, 2022 at 2:08 AM
I guess I am not the only one having all the enjoyment here! Keep up the good work Traditional & heritage food point portal
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Newwave Solutions Expert SoftwareDecember 29, 2022 at 2:57 AM
Very intresting and helpful content .thank you for sharing.Mobile App Development Company
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nextiriouspettsDecember 30, 2022 at 2:39 AM
A very awesome blog post. We are really grateful for your blog post 
Nextrition
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Ellapayne CollectionJanuary 3, 2023 at 2:46 AM
Thank you very much for this useful article. I like it.Women  Bottoms
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Kadine AlvesJanuary 3, 2023 at 8:47 AM
Now that the BCL easyConverter SDK is accessible via NuGet,.NET developers can use and benefit from its robust PDF to HTML converter capability at no cost. With just a few lines of code, programmers can create server and desktop PDF to HTML conversion programs in a matter of minutes. When converted into HTML, BCL easyConverter SDK preserves the integrity of the PDF files.
There are online tutors who can work with you to ensure that you comprehend the topic if you need assistance with it. You can also participate in online study groups that can help you keep up with the subject matter. For many students, Do my online class has been the greatest option.
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Online ReportsJanuary 10, 2023 at 2:06 AM
I'm most definately interested in this one. Just thought that I would post and let you know. Financial Filings
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UnknownJanuary 17, 2023 at 4:25 AM
I just want to say thanks for the writer and wish you all the best for coming! Your exuberance is refreshing. Food point portal
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I just want to say thanks for the writer and wish you all the best for coming! Your exuberance is refreshing. Women Top
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Go Take My Online ClassFebruary 15, 2023 at 6:27 AM
Even at college, there is still homework, but it could be more exciting and glamorous. And it's required, just like your high school homework. How to manage your college homework is shown here.
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Daily Tech NewsFebruary 26, 2023 at 6:28 PM
I have been impressed after read this because of some quality work and informative thoughts. stephen amell
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Carmelia B. WoodFebruary 28, 2023 at 11:53 AM
BCL Easy Converter is a PDF to HTML converter that offers free functionality while maintaining the integrity of PDF files. This makes it an ideal tool for creators who want to distribute their content online. student can help on do my course online. The software is easy to use and can be set up in minutes. Once installed, BCL Easy Converter will automatically convert any PDF document into HTML format. This makes it possible to view your courses on any web browser or mobile device.
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prductMarch 3, 2023 at 2:09 AM
You've shared some excellent material. I'm grateful for this post. "Product information management" 
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abcdMarch 14, 2023 at 11:36 AM
BCL easyConverter provides a powerful and free PDF to HTML converter functionality that can help students, teachers, and educators alike. With this tool, users can easily convert PDF documents into HTML format with just a few clicks of the mouse. This makes it easier for students to access their course material online, as well as for teachers to create engaging lessons and activities. Furthermore, educators can use this tool to provide support for their students in the form of online tutorials or even virtual classrooms. BCL easyConverter is an invaluable resource for anyone looking for education help  .
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Digital TechMarch 20, 2023 at 4:07 AM
The Blog article is very nice. Thanks for sharing this Info.
best construction company in karachi
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Matthew LukeMarch 29, 2023 at 11:50 PM
We are providing best  take my online class for me  services for the students who wants help and struggling with their assignments don’t worry now we are here to help you out. delivers academic writing services.
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Instant Car FixMarch 31, 2023 at 12:01 AM
auto car repair near me You've shared some excellent material. I'm grateful for this post
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Liana GoldsmithApril 1, 2023 at 3:18 PM
This article on converting PDF to HTML with Visual Studio is very informative. As a student who often seeks help from assignment help experts, I appreciate the step-by-step guide and tips provided for this process. It's great to know that Visual Studio can be a useful tool for converting PDF files and making them more accessible. Thanks for sharing this helpful information.
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Carmelia B. WoodApril 3, 2023 at 12:10 PM
This post about using Visual Studio to convert PDF to HTML is quite helpful. I value the step-by-step instructions and advice given for this process as a student who frequently asks professionals to do my course for me or provide other assistance. Knowing that Visual Studio may be a helpful tool for converting PDF files and improving their accessibility is fantastic. I appreciate you sharing this valuable knowledge.
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vivinApril 18, 2023 at 3:23 AM
I'm grateful you provide such great content. On your blog, there was some useful information. Keep on sharing.
bankruptcy atty near me
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Fatime MohammedApril 28, 2023 at 3:13 AM
Thanks for sharing your helpful tips on converting PDFs to HTML with Visual Studio. While we're busy working with technology, let's not forget about the importance of accessible healthcare. In Pakistan, doctors play a crucial role in ensuring that people have access to quality medical care. So let's continue to innovate and improve our skills while also supporting the dedicated doctors in Pakistan and around the world.
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Website Designs AEApril 28, 2023 at 1:51 PM
We are pleased to provide you with custom website design UAE services. All organizations, no matter their size, can benefit from our individualized approach to website design. To help you stand out in today's competitive digital landscape, our team of skilled designers and developers will employ cutting-edge tools to craft a website that is both aesthetically pleasing and easy to navigate for your target audience. Allow us to assist you in giving form to your internet presence and expanding your business. Interested parties are encouraged to get in touch with us immediately.
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스포츠토토티비May 2, 2023 at 5:34 AM
I’m going to read this. I’ll be sure to come back.
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𝔱𝔬𝔱𝔬365.𝔭𝔯𝔬May 2, 2023 at 5:38 AM
Excellent post. Please keep up the great work. You may check our website also
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Bҽƚɱαɳƚσƚσ.σɾɠMay 2, 2023 at 5:42 AM
Your webpage is fantastic and this is a fantastic inspiring submit
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DanieldavidMay 3, 2023 at 4:36 AM
trucking accidents lawyersThanks for sharing a very useful blog commenting website
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Ali RadMay 5, 2023 at 8:02 AM
very nice blog thanks for sharing *_*
دانلود تمام اهنگهای فرزاد فرزین
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jeffreestarJune 1, 2023 at 6:58 PM
Given how quick and simple it is to convert PDF to HTML My Singing Monsters using Visual Studio, you should spread the word more widely.
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Carmelia B. WoodJuly 17, 2023 at 12:31 PM
Introducing BCL easyConverter SDK on NuGet - Your Solution for Unlimited PDF to HTML Conversions

Are you tired of manually converting PDF documents to HTML? Look no further! With the BCL easyConverter SDK available on NuGet, you can now effortlessly convert unlimited PDF files into HTML format in no time.

Whether you are a student struggling to access your online course materials or an organization seeking a seamless way to convert important documents, our SDK offers the perfect solution. Say goodbye to tedious manual conversions and hello to a streamlined process that saves you time and effort.

The BCL easyConverter SDK is designed with simplicity and efficiency in mind. By integrating our powerful conversion tool into your workflow, you can automate the entire process of converting PDFs to HTML. This means no more manual copying and pasting or dealing with formatting issues. Our SDK does it all for you seamlessly and accurately.

Imagine being able to access do my online course materials in a format that is easily readable on any device. With our SDK, you can do just that. Simply convert your PDF course materials into HTML format and enjoy the convenience of accessing them from anywhere, anytime.

Not only does our easyConverter SDK provide unlimited conversions, but it also ensures high-quality results every time. You can trust that your converted documents will retain their original formatting, images, and text layout without any compromises.

So why wait? Take advantage of the BCL easyConverter SDK on NuGet today and unlock the power of unlimited PDF to HTML conversions. Simplify your workflow, save valuable time, and enhance your productivity like never before. Don't let tedious conversions hinder your progress – let technology work for you!

Try out our easyConverter SDK now and experience the future of document conversion firsthand.
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PreslinJuly 20, 2023 at 9:32 PM
An excellent blog to learn pdf to other format conversions. For converting every format separate blog is written by the author. This is the outstanding work from the author. Thanks for sharing this good post. Keep sharing more interesting blogs like this. Protection Order Virginia
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Janet R. MackJuly 26, 2023 at 11:15 AM
Introducing BCL, the innovative solution that brings convenience and efficiency to adding PDF converter functionality to any .NET application. With BCL, developers can seamlessly integrate professional online exam help into their applications, providing users with a leisurely way to convert PDF files effortlessly.
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AliceSeptember 7, 2023 at 3:14 AM
Madison Traffic Lawyer	Madison Traffic Lawyer
The user reviews the PDF to HTML conversion process in Visual Studio, describing it as easy, user-friendly, and saving time and effort. They praise the clean and accurate results, stating it is a valuable tool for web developers. The user also praises the PDF to HTML conversion feature as a game-changer for handling document content. They believe it streamlines workflow and ensures compatibility across various platforms, making it a fantastic addition to web projects. The user highly recommends Visual Studio's PDF to HTML conversion feature as an intuitive, efficient, and time-saver for developers dealing with PDF documents.
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Chris JackSeptember 27, 2023 at 6:36 AM
Fantastic post, and thank you for sharing! It's evident that students often require assignment help online , and your online services fill a crucial role in addressing this need. Your commitment to supporting students in their academic endeavors is truly commendable. Academic challenges can be overwhelming, and your services serve as a valuable resource for those seeking guidance and expertise across various subjects. By offering such assistance, you contribute significantly to the educational success of many, making a meaningful impact on their lives. Keep up the excellent work in helping students achieve their academic goals and facilitating their growth and development.
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totositesafecomOctober 5, 2023 at 2:33 AM
These are in fact impressive ideas in on the topic of blogging.
You have touched some nice things here.
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Chris MarkOctober 6, 2023 at 4:54 AM
if you're struggling with coursework, the question of who can write my coursework  is common. Seek assistance from professionals or academic services for reliable support and achieve better results in your studies!
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Carmelia B. WoodOctober 9, 2023 at 9:39 AM
In conclusion, Visual Studio provides an easy-to-use platform for converting PDF files to HTML format effortlessly. By leveraging its powerful features and user-friendly interface,take my online classmaterials from static PDFs to dynamic HTML becomes a seamless experience. Say goodbye to the hassle of manual conversions and embrace the convenience that Visual Studio offers in transforming your learning materials into interactive web content.
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harperpaulOctober 13, 2023 at 4:10 AM
Visual Studio, with its powerful features and extensions, simplifies this process. There are plugins and extensions, like PDF.js and PDF. Thankyou For The Blog.
 ley de divorcio de nueva jersey
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shaneOctober 16, 2023 at 7:29 AM
Blog.pdfonline.com offers significant experiences and assets connected with PDF archives and online devices. Whether you're searching for tips on making, altering, or changing over PDFs, or you really want direction on utilizing explicit PDF-related programming, cómo solicitar el divorcio nueva jerseythis blog gives exhaustive data to assist you with exploring the universe of compact report design records. With an emphasis on web-based arrangements, it's a convenient asset for people and child protective order in virginiaorganizations working with PDF reports.
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Mark AntonyOctober 28, 2023 at 4:44 AM
Great news for .NET developers! BCL easyConverter SDK on NuGet simplifies PDF to HTML conversion, offering a powerful solution with font mapping, multi-column processing, table recognition, and more. Streamlining the development process and providing valuable tools.
Impugnado Divorcio Estado de Nueva York
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smith jackNovember 16, 2023 at 2:13 AM
This post is a lifesaver for students grappling with assignment woes, particularly in the challenging realm of nursing. The emphasis on seeking Nursing Assignment Help Online is spot on, considering the intricate nature of nursing assignments. The recommendation is timely and thoughtful, offering a lifeline to those navigating the complexities of nursing coursework. The recognition of student struggles demonstrates a genuine understanding of the academic challenges they face. This post not only identifies the problem but also provides a practical solution, making it a valuable resource for students in need. Kudos for shedding light on this crucial aspect of academic support!
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johnDecember 4, 2023 at 2:59 AM
Logo design is one of the most important aspects of any website design in london. It is the first thing that people see when they visit your site, and it should be able to represent what your website is all about. That's why it's important to find the best London logo designers for your website.
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TaraDecember 11, 2023 at 5:15 AM
"PDFOnline: Simplify your document management with our efficient online PDF tools. Convert, edit, and merge PDFs seamlessly, providing you with a user-friendly and effective solution for your document needs."
divorce law new jersey
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I'm grateful you provide such great content. On your blog, there was some useful information. Keep on sharing.
Abogado de DUI Fairfax VA
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sivaleelaDecember 27, 2023 at 2:20 AM
Converting a PDF to HTML using Visual Studio can be simplified with the help of libraries or tools that streamline the process. One effective approach is to leverage the capabilities of third-party libraries, such as iTextSharp for PDF processing. Within Visual Studio, you can create a new project, install the iTextSharp library using NuGet Package Manager, and then utilize its functions to extract text, images, and formatting from the PDF file. Once the content is extracted, you can dynamically generate HTML code within your Visual Studio project to represent the PDF content. Additionally, tools like pdf2htmlEX or PDF.js can be integrated into your project to facilitate the conversion process.
virginia personal injury statute of limitations 
motorcycle accident injury attorney 
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ArmanunderpinJanuary 11, 2024 at 4:36 AM
The way you explain complex concepts with such simplicity is seriously commendable. I'm feeling more confident already, ready to tackle those NuGet challenges head-on!
Huttopia Paradise Springs
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buttlerjoyFebruary 5, 2024 at 11:58 PM
With Discover Lewes Taxis, you can say goodbye to long waits for buses or trains and hello to prompt and efficient service. Our team of professional and friendly drivers are committed to providing you with a comfortable and enjoyable ride every time. We pride ourselves on being punctual, ensuring that you arrive at your destination on time, without any worrying or rushing. Say goodbye to the stress and frustrations of driving and let Discover Lewes Taxi take you wherever you need to go, hassle-free.
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TracilFebruary 10, 2024 at 5:06 AM
BCL introduces an innovative solution for integrating PDF converter functionality into any .NET application, offering convenience and versatility. This new leisurely approach simplifies the process, allowing developers to seamlessly incorporate PDF conversion capabilities with ease. With BCL's solution, developers can enhance their applications with powerful PDF conversion features, enhancing productivity and user experience. This offering provides a flexible and efficient solution for businesses seeking to streamline their document management processes. Embrace BCL's solution to unlock the full potential of PDF conversion within your .NET applications. abogado accidentes camiones va
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DavidRSanchez451February 26, 2024 at 2:53 AM
In NYC towing services. You only need to look at our towing firm! We have years of expertise and a team of knowledgeable experts that work hard to deliver timely and effective towing services anytime you need them. We can handle car transfer as well as roadside emergencies. You can rely on us to do the task securely and promptly, giving our clients piece of mind across NYC.
nyc towing company
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johnsyMarch 6, 2024 at 3:05 AM

Use internet directories or search engines to locate an attorney's office in your area. To make sure you select the best legal representation, take into account aspects like reputation, reviews, and area of expertise.
attorney office near me
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davidMarch 12, 2024 at 1:06 AM
Hey there! Loved reading your article on computer hardware. As someone who's always been a bit intimidated by the tech stuff, your explanations made everything so clear! It's refreshing to find content that's both informative and easy to understand. Looking forward to more of your insights in the future. Keep up the great work! 
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How to edit PDF documents online for Free

Editing a PDF document online is super easy. A while ago, PDF Online introduced a capable PDF Editor  that can alter PDF files online. It wo...
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Optimize PDF and clean it up with a simple code

   Portable Document Format is a container that consists of textual, graphical and technical information, such as fonts, metadata, color pro...
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Let's learn how to convert PDF to HTML programmatically

   PDF is the most popular format for transferring documents between platforms, but what if you need to publish a document online and make i...
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PDF SDK / API


Build PDF conversion features into your Apps

With as little as 3-lines-of-code, you can implement robust, multi-threaded PDF creation and conversion features for your server and desktop applications.

PDF-to-Word SDK

PDF-to-HTML SDK

Word-to-PDF SDK







Custom Development


We can build custom solutions to help you extract and deliver critical information. We leverage our expertise in document analysis, pattern recognition, and data extraction to solve some of the most critical needs in a wide range of industries
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